CLICK! - Kodak's Successful Experience Outsourcing
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Kodak and IBM are kissing in public. Like similar public displays of affection, they elicit a
mixture of envy and doubt. Since October of 1989, when Kodak turned over the operation
of five of its data centers to IBM, representing 60% of its I/S operations worldwide, Kodak
and IBM have had an "outsourcing" relationship that Kodak characterizes as "not a long
date but a marriage." Both parties are boastful about how good their marriage is and
proud of how it has improved over time. Their friends say that they are "outrageously
happy." The couple's own actions speak louder than words. Kodak has successively
moved almost all of its remaining I/T operations into IBM data centers. Over the past five
years, overseas Kodak operations, I/T operations of domestic Kodak subsidiaries, and
Kodak manufacturing process centers running midrange computers have been quietly
outsourced to IBM in eighteen additional agreements.
As in any good marriage, the couple bring out the best in each other. Kodak I/T service
levels have reportedly improved from a system reliability of about 96% to 99.5%.
Processing costs are claimed to have dropped between 30-40%, leaving its management
free to focus on more strategic issues than manning the help desk. IBM views its
relationship with Kodak as the model they aspire to reach in new engagements. The data
center that IBM built outside of Rochester in Greece N.Y. and runs to support its Kodak
business,is several percent more efficient than any other within IBM. Kodak has cajolled
and influenced IBM to become a more responsive and flexible provider of service, looking
with a more long term and strategic view at its relationship. As the acid test of durability,
the marriage has weathered the most turbulent internal corporate events. Both partners
have gone through massive writedowns, extensive personnel layoffs, and sweeping
management changes, culminating in the appointment of a CEO from outside each
company. Throughout this flux, the outsourcing agreement has functioned smoothly. No
problem has been escalated to the level of the executive steering committee.
Why has this relationship flourished more than the other Kodak outsourcing agreements
launched at the same time with Businessland and DEC? Why hasn't IBM duplicated its
success with Kodak with subsequent partners? The answers lie not in the companies
themselves or the abstract value of outsourcing as a business methodology, which remain
constants in the equation, but in the specific history of the arrangement, and most
importantly in the particular people who made the deal possible. It was the unique mix of
people, leaders, visionaries, negotiators and ambassadors, like individual tumblers in a
complicated combination lock, that produced the foundation for a deal whose success has
yet to be replicated.

Roots of Kodak's Vision
The Eastman Kodak of the 1980's was much the product of one man's personality and
vision, George Eastman, who founded the company 100 years earlier. Only the Disney
Corp. as molded by Walt Disney, reflects the character of its founder quite as much.

Kodak was the model vertically integrated firm. It made everything itself. At Kodak Park,
the Rochester manufacturing facility itself the size of the island of Manhattan, box cars of
raw materials entered at one end and packaged film rolled out the other. This ingrained
self-sufficiency was borne of hardship. In 1920, Eastman had a large shipment of film spoil
from bad gelatin. After recalling all the bad film from his customers and replacing it,
Eastman vowed that from then on he would "control the alternatives." As a quality
measure, Kodak started manufacturing gelatin, paper, silver halide and just about anything
else basic to its business.
In the early 1980's, Japan's increasing presence in the film business and the growth of
private label film from 3M and Agfa had eroded Kodak's position as a monopoly, shaving
ten percent off its market share. Kodak was caught competing on quality and brand name
loyalty just as competitors had narrowed the quality gap and the consumer marketplace
was moving to value pricing. Cornelius Murphy, Kodak's Senior V.P. for World Wide
Manufacturing in 1982-1986, undertook to investigate the situation.
Finding that Kodak worked under a 14-18% cost disadvantage relative to Fuji and Konica,
his main Japanese competitors, Murphy took twin tacks. He "focused" his plants by
reducing film emulsion types, for example, from 200 in a plant in France to only five,
thereby increasing volumes. He also attacted "low value add" activities like the in-house
carpenters, masons, cleaning crews, cafeteria workers etc. and outsourced all of them.
That combination cut the gap in half. In 1986, when Murphy moved to take over Kodak's
distribution, market research, procurement, and information systems, he brought to his new
job a positive view of outsourcing. His choice of staffing would reflect that interest and
prove central for the eventual decision to outsource Kodak's I/S activities.
Henry G. Pfendt, Alan E. Cummins and Katherine M. Hudson all xxxx
At Murphy's request, Henry Pfendt, the Director of Information Technology Management,
initiated a study of I/T cost structure. Pfendt brought in Professor Russell Ackoff from the
University of Pennsylvania to help with what was termed an "idealized business redesign of
the I/T value chain", basically a "what if" look at the I/T function unhampered by real world
constraints. Ackoff was a strong believer in a broadly participative problem solving method.
Over 250 I/S employees were consulted by the task force, along with key I/S internal
customers, in preparing a vision of what they wanted their organization to become.
The three month study had two significant recommendations. First, integrate computing
services with telecommunications. Secondly, consolidate the 1300 I/S employees and the
3 major data centers in Rochester that reported to Pfendt into a single new facility to
handle the expected growth in the business and reap the effeciencies of common
standards and economies of scale. At the time, Kodak was inefficiently running 13
disjointed SNA data communications networks and 70 different CICS transaction data base
images, each requiring separate and expensive programming maintaince efforts.
Kodak expected xxx Ideally, Kodak wanted to have an integrated I/T infrastructure that
could seamlessly manage a global enterprise. But the team concluded that because of the
fragmented manner by which I/T was managed by corporate function and geography, that

Kodak I/T lacked a compelling long-term global unity or strategic direction.
Pfendt broke the this problem into five areas: mainframe computing, mid-range computing,
telecommunications, personal computer operations, and application development.
Spending over $5 million working with Dallas-based, Electronic Data Systems (EDS) for the
mainframe and telecom areas and many other vendors (free) in the other three areas, he
compiled a strategic assessment of Kodak's I/T prospects. These new studies indicated
that Kodak was in "reasonable shape, not in a crisis, but had major areas for
improvement". They recommended migration to a new technology base; increased labor
productivity; better leveraging of the company's buying power, on a world-wide basis; and a
centralized systems support infrastructure. At this point it became clear that running "glass
houses", internal phone companies, or PC support centers was part of Kodak's core
business.
In January of 1988, Murphy put Kathy Hudson in place as Kodak's first corporate-wide CIO.
Her mandate was to consolidate I/T worldwide and take cost out of the equation of
delivering quality services. A dynamic, energetic leader, as one of her colleagues put it: "if
you look up change agent in the dictionary, you'll find her picture there." November 16th,
1988, Pfendt presented to Hudson his recommendations for what he termed "Partnership
Innovation Process" (PIP) towards establishing and managing strategic technology
alliances. PIP was to be more than writing up a spec and contracting to the lowest bidder.
She bought off on the idea of value-added partnerships as superior to internal operations
or straight contracting, sold it to management and her report staff and drove it to fruition.
Wired into the Kodak power structure, she was the spark as well as the catalyst for Kodak's
move.
For Hudson, strategic partnering was appropriate for both theoretical and practical reasons.
She was a believer in the "vertical disintegration" theory of University of Chicago Professor
George Steigler. Steigler, a Nobel Laureate, believed that as markets expanded,
economies of scale diminish, and that companies ought to let specialized companies
handle certain corporate functions. Secondly, Hudson claims to have felt guilt for getting a
$25 million capital allocation for data center consolidation when the company might better
use the funds for its core business, like building film manufacturing capacity in the People's
Republic of China.

Starting the Process
Hudson did not come up from running a data center and had none of the vested interest
baggage of a traditional I/T manager. She had previously headed litigation, run Kodak's
instant photography division, and before that, directed shareholder relations. Even when
the plan to bid out I/T service was criticized and ridiculed within Kodak, Hudson stayed
clear and unambivalent on the business case and unwaveringly steered the process
forward.
Hudson set up three partnering initiatives: "Micro-Buddy" for PC support operations, "MIPS

Factory" for mainframe operations, and "Telstar" for running the voice, data, radio dispatch,
and video teleconferencing networks. They did not attempt to find PIP alliances for mid
range computing or, most importantly, applications development.
Overall, Hudson and Pfendt identified four sets of "interests" they wanted to be fulfilled by
any propective technology alliance.


Shareholder Value - Acheive financial benefits through staff level cuts and offbalance sheet financing. This goal was the locomotive that pulled the deals
forward. Kodak moved 700 people to its I/T partners, dropping over $35 million in
salaries, and lowered its I/T capital budget from $40 million to $5 million a year.
They did not, for New York sales tax reasons, initially sell their equipment directly to
their partners, only transferred the operations.



Productivity - Aim for a for "quantum" level of improvement from partnering with a
world-class technology company. This meant significant service level improvements
coupled with service cost reductions. Pfendt and Hudson knew that at least twothirds of the gains would come just from the consolidation of data centers.



Quality of Worklife - Insure employees transferred to the outsourcing provider would
keep salaries and benefits, and gain a broader career path. This was important to
get employee cooperation and turned out to have a significant impact on vendor
selection.



Positioning for the Future - Allow internal I/S to focus on high added value work and
enable it to benefit from beta testing and increased upstream input of requirements
to vendors. This goal has yet to be met.

Meanwhile, Back at IBM
In the winter of 1988, at the same time Pfendt was pitching to Hudson, David E. McDowell
the head of IBM's Field Engineering group at Franklin Lakes, N.J. and his charismatic boss
who ran all US Marketing and Services, George C. Conrades, were in hotel room in a very
cold Detroit, discussing whether or not to go ahead with the Hibernia deal. Hibernia
Corporation, a midsized regional bank in New Orleans, was under financial pressure to
shed assets. IBM had recently approached them to firm up their service maintenance and
parts commitment. O.C. Russell, Hibernia Vice Chairman, countered: "why don't you just
run our whole operation?"
The stakes were higher than reflected in the relatively low value (<$100M) of the eight year
contract. McDowell was under the challenge to boost his service margins that were under
attack by third party contractors, like Sorbus and TRW. He knew that he had to take the
skills his group had developed, running "lights out" operator-unattended data centers and
managing reliable software change processes, and move up the value chain. His vision
was to move into disaster recovery, applications development, and computer operations -

anything with higher margins. That afternoon, Conrades decided "Let's do it" and bid
Hibernia. This would be IBM's entry into outsourcing.
IBM had once run the Service Bureau Corporation (SBC), which under the terms of a
government consent degree it, sold to Control Data Corp. SBC provided standard
applications. With Hibernia, it would now run the customer's own applications. For IBM,
outsourcing carried several major real and perceived challenges. Since the mid 1960's,
IBM made its money from what it termed "technology", building large mainframe
computers. Some company executives thought that entering the outsourcing business
would wreck the mainframe cash cow. Conrades had to make the rounds and defuse the
argument. What actually concerned him was how to price complicated contracts when
IBM had no prior external operational experience, and then what would IBM do with the
redundant assets that any prospective operation would acquire.
IBM certainly didn't need any of the buildings, mainframes, or personnel that it would pick
up with a general outsourcing business. McDowell consulted with Harry Kavitas (recently
appointed by George Fisher as Kodak's CFO) who was the head of the IBM Credit
Corporation, IBM's leasing and lending operation. Harry told him that it would not be
difficult to dispose of the machines and buildings. As for the people, Conrades got IBM
Plans and Controls staff to approve "wedge" headcount, a temporary bubble in his plan to
allow bringing the new people on board.
Conrades clearly saw the major strategic value to IBM of outsourcing viz the 5-10 year
guaranteed revenue stream. IBM hadn't had the luxury of that kind of financial stability
since it took its mainframes off lease in the 1970's and started selling them outright. Once
it won an outsourcing arrangement, as the incumbent supplier, IBM would have a favored
position to had additional services like networking or applications development. And over
the duration of the contract term, IBM could consolidate services reducing its costs and
improving its margins.
Outsourcing also offered Conrades an important tactical defensive advantage. Although
they referred to it as "facilities management," a goofy term with all the pizazz of a stale
cigar, EDS was already actively approaching prospects and offering timely, error-free,
cheaper DP operations. Anderson Consulting was poised to enter the field. Conrades was
certain a new market was emerging that would significantly reduce IBM's traditional
control over its key accounts. Having worked through the issues with the Hibernia case,
IBM was emotionally prepared for the Kodak opportunity.

Shaping the Deal
In some cultures, a matchmaker is invaluable for selecting prospective marriage partners.
Afterwards, they maintain a moral obligation to make the marriage a success. During the
marriage, one of the partners might approach them to help work out their problems. For
that, Kodak employed the services of Conflict Management Inc. (CMI), a Cambridge-based
group founded by Harvard's Roger Fisher, known for his 1981 book Getting to Yes, and
several of his associates. Kodak had been working with CMI for a couple of years prior to

Hudson's outsourcing decision, and had evolved a successful and trusting relationship with
the firm.
In 1987, Murphy set up a corporate-wide sourcing group under a forward-looking executive,
Al Cummins. This organization was put in place to study how Kodak purchased key
commodities like silver, coal, paper, and computer hardware and software. Cummins was
out "to pick the low hanging fruit" by combining purchasing volumes across the corporation.
Cummins was also attempting to improve the strategic management of Kodak's megaaccounts and account relationships. His model was the strategic relationship that Kodak
had with its sole source paper supplier, the German firm, Felix Schoeller. He involved lineof-business purchasing, people from Corporate Commercial Affairs who handled licensing
of intellectual property and relations with Kodak's technology partners like Canon and
Matsushita and corporate sales executives. He created corporate account managers to
replace Kodak's fragmented sales approach with a system of ambassadors that managed
the entire balance of trade with large accounts.
Kodak's business landscape had changed and the old-line traditional manufacturer wanted
guidance on continuing to play fair and do the right thing but not get fleeced in the process.
CMI came in as trainers and advisors on managing complex business alliances with
OEMs. That in no way just means doing a deal; rather it creates an effective process that
puts either a great deal on the table or a clear understanding of what the parties will do if
there is no agreement. CMI provided the alternative that Kodak was looking for so it would
have to operate in either the confrontive manner of a labor/management negotiation or the
suspicious mode of buying a used car.
It was Cummins' extensive experience with developing win-win long-term supplier
relationships that Hudson drew on when it came time to find her I/T partners. She adopted
the viewpoint that negotiating for I/T services was no different from the other complex deals
that Cummins had consummated. She bought into the value of the CMI process and
insisted that all prospective Kodak I/T partners first go through 3-day "launch" sessions to
learn CMI's partnering model.xxx And she enlisted skilled staff, who had worked under
Cummins, to help structure the negotiations. These moves underpinned the success of
her venture.

Getting Engaged
Kodak did not put its MIPS Factory requirements out for bid. Henry Pfendt liked EDS. From
his xxxx perspective he had been successful working with EDS on the strategic studies
and expected to negotiate an agreement with them. Even though IBM concedes that it was
probably only equal in technology to EDS, when it got the preliminary IBM proposal, Kodak
put EDS on notice that they were also going to talk to IBM. Unfortunately for EDS, their
team did not take this as a significant warning.
IBM and Kodak over the years had an unusual relationship. Kodak liked and respected
IBM. Kodak routinely bought IBM mainframes, spending between $75-95 million worldwide

annually. The IBM Rochester account team, that Bob Blake headed for 25 years, had lots
of contacts within Kodak, and was seen by Kodak management as helpful and proactive.
As one Kodak I/S manager put it: "They knew more about us than we did about ourselves.
It was hard to tell if they worked for Kodak or IBM." In addition, IBM had recently "exited"
from its copier business and sold it to Kodak in April, 1988, removing a thorn and giving the
two companies an additional layer of relationship.
When IBM's new Kodak Account Executive, Paul Grys, went to McDowell with the news
that Kodak was in the market to outsource PC support and that the local IBM account team
wanted to bid for it, he got approval. After reviewing the seventeen responses to the RFP,
Kathy Hudson chose Businessland, in a five year contract, as the partner to maintain
Kodak's 35,000 personal computers and handle the purchase and installation of the 500
new ones per month that Kodak needed.
McDowell flew to Rochester to meet with Hudson and find out why IBM lost the "microbuddy" deal. It was then he found out that Kodak was in the midst of negotiation with EDS
to run the Kodak "Mips Factory." "Could IBM bid on that?" he asked. "Certainly" was
Hudson's response. McDowell challenge was to quickly put together a team to assess
Kodak's needs and produce a bid.
He went to a full court press to win the account, bringing in a dozen of the best people he
could muster throughout IBM "to work, act, eat, and bond" with the Kodak team. IBM's
strategy was to get Kodak and particularly Kathy Hudson to develop trust. IBM flew
Hudson to Boulder CO. to visit Irv Schauer's I/S organization there to demonstrate that IBM
had the competence to run a high availability, high performance, lean staffed, missioncritical data center. It was clear that Schauer's operation was better than Kodak's.
Sharpened pencils.
Kodak is reluctant to say anything regarding the switch except to dryly note that "as a
result, EDS is now more customer focused." But insiders to the talks say that IBM offered
a surprising degree of flexibility. Like Burger King's ad slogan at the time, "Have It Your
Way!" IBM was very open to Kodak's overall input on the prospective data center and was
willing to run with Kodak's own choices for software standards. For example, Kodak
wanted JES3 instead ofJES2 software for computer task scheduling, RACF for data set
security and Legent's Endeavor for source code management. No problem. EDS, on the
other hand, was willing to build a new data center for Kodak, but wanted it to adhere to
their internal corporate standards and, in essence, clone EDS's existing and successful
IPC "information processing center" arrangement.
But perhaps more relevant was IBM's human resource reputation at the time. IBM, before
its downsizing and waves of massive layoffs, was known for its culture of respect for the
individual. EDS had taken over the Rochester data centers of its parent General Motors
with a disregard for employee communications. Supposedly, employees went home
working for GM on Friday came in on a Monday to find that their terminals' new login
message was "This Terminal is the Property of EDS." Ninety percent of the Kodak
employees had never lived outside of a 100 mile radius from Rochester. "Church talk,"

with the new EDS nee GM employees who were being offered forced transfers to other
EDS locations, made Kodak's I/S people uncomfortable with having their fate handed over
to EDS. IBM appeared to these worried employees as their HR white knight.

Marriage
Getting to an agreement took many different forms. In mid-February 1989, Kathy Hudson
called an "all-hands" meeting, at the xxx Rochester Kodak headquarters tower, of her
reporting lines to announce that she was considering outsourcing. The implication was that
some, if not most, of the attendees would be working for another company by the end of
the year. The reactions - shock, disbelief, and anger - were expected and palpable. For
most employees, Kodak was like "motherhood and apple pie." To them, a job at Kodak
was a job forever and when they heard the news and they were just plain scared.
Hudson promised personally to hold meetings with small groups every four to six weeks to
address employee concerns and her managers immediately fanned out to all the I/S sites
to do Q&A and boost morale. She also set up a steering process to address I/S customer
concerns, communicate project status, and set up an "application migration process".
Eventually 140 critical applications out of a portfolio of 800 were identified and their
performance requirements determined. Even with this deliberate focus on outreach
communications, Hudson, in retrospect, saw it wasn't enough. She says that messages
went out but weren't heard or just didn't register.
Teams from both companies worked on getting the contract terms and conditions and I/S
technical migration and operational plans resolved. Vaughn Hovey came over from Al
Cummins' corporate sourcing group to become the relationship ambassador for Kodak.
Frank Palm transferred from IBM I/S Corporate Staff in Purchase NY to be Hovey's
counterpart. Together these two brought a remarkable sixty-three years of corporate
seasoning to the table. Hovey brought both his skills in complicated procurement
negotiations and also his experience in using the CMI negotiation model. Palm brought
accumulated I/S management competence that commanded respect at Kodak and
enthusiasm for running his own new business that brought him trust. As a pair, they
provided a rare level of diplomatic ability.
Liz Gray, from CMI, acted in the Kodak/IBM's negotiation as mediator and facilitator. IBM,
especially, credits her with making the critical difference in structuring the alliance. Her
influence kept IBM from maintaining a positional approach to the contract. But just
because Kodak was looking for a win-win outcome did not mean that it was going just roll
over to reach an agreement. In fact, Kodak bypassed IBM and chose DEC for the Telstar
networking agreement.
Hovey was an extremely tough and very demanding customer, making IBM stretch for the
contract. But he was fair. Hovey recognized that IBM needed to make a good profit to
keep this new venture stable and offered Kodak's support to help grow IBM's business.
Lacking an I/S background, he also made it easier for IBM by taking a strictly business

point-of-view. The contract for a ten year agreement, valued, some say, at over a billion
dollars, was a scant eleven pages long. This probably set a brevity record for IBM. Kodak
posted the banns in July 1989. After waiting the compulsory sixty day interval, Kodak
turned over the operation of five of its US data centers to IBM at the beginning of October,
1989. At a meeting in New York, the following February, Howard Anderson of the Yankee
Group named it "outsourcing," providing a trendy term for popularizing the arrangement.

Wedding Chatter
Not everyone was thrilled with the match. EDS was shocked. As Conrades marvelled: "It
wasn't just a shot across their bow; it was a howitzer. It served notice on them and the
industry that IBM was a player to be reckoned with." Observers took a mixed view of the
events. Financial analysts generally viewed it positively. "It was an example of "a
company unburdening itself of low value added fixed cost infrastructure commitments" said
Steven Roach, a Morgan Stanley Co-Director of Global Economics, adding the trend to
macho indiscriminate cost cutting, plant closings and layoffs was hollowing industries. "In a
recovery, they can't hold market share."
CIOs were also divided on when outsourcing was valuable or even appropriate. Some,
driven by harsh financial pressures, have been waiting in line to join the outsourcing
movement and help their balance sheets. Most thought that the IBM/DEC collaboration
was an unstable arrangement. Most were willing to concede that outsourcing some
operational pieces was prudent, but that the jury was still out on whether companies would
regret the loss of control over their I/T. Most concurred that strategic I/S services should
never be outsourced. But there was no agreement as to where to draw the line between
the routine and strategic.
One very senior informaton executive, at a company larger than Kodak, was very clear that
"in all cases, outsourcing is a management issue, not a technology issue. Most executives
haven't grown up in I/T and aren't comfortable with it. Like garbage collection, they just
want to get rid of it." He went on to add that executives underestimate the impact of heavy
staff turnover at outsourcing firms that can range between 30-35% annually. His
experience was that service drops along with costs after a staff is absorbed by an
outsourcing firm. Development cycles lengthen using outside consultants. He respected
Hudson's decision, though, to go with outside vendors. In his opinion, Hudson had an
insurmountable job trying to consolidate the internal organizations. Outsourcing meant
fewer political battles for her to win.
Some companies still have I/T operations that are more sophisticated than the outsourcing
companies. Max Hopper, the CIO at American Airlines, who is in constant contact with all
the outsourcing firms, can't conceive of any firm who could provide enough service
guarantees and still make an economical bid to run his Sabre systems. He also believes
that most of the outsourcing savings will decline as companies move from MVS on
mainframes to workstation client/server solutions. Frank Urbeck, the CIO at United Parcel,
is also skeptical about any savings from outsourcing. He tells outsourcing vendors: "I'll

outsource yours (work load). I'm doing it cheaper than you can. I can prove it." For him
"information is my primary product. The trick is attaching information to every truck and
plane." Without the flexibility to run its own operations, UPS would be at a loss in adjusting
to the dynamics of the weather and the market.
Nevertheless, Kodak and IBM purr contentedly, like a happily smug couple who have
heard all the gossip before. Vaughn Hovey says simply: "when you pick the right
outsourcing partner; when that partner has real core competency with what you're giving
him; when you're strategic in your thought process out front; and you have a good blending
of cultures and objectives; it works, and it works extremely well. We've also discovered
that when a partner doesn't have a real core competency in the thing that they are taking
over; and if it is strategic to you; and if the cultures aren't aligned, you can have some
problems." Like any marriage, it takes basic trust and a lot of work. No one says it comes
easily.
After the Honeymoon

=====================================================================
End of Main Bar
=====================================================================

Sidebar: Outsourcing Hurdles Are Not Easy to Jump
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Outsourcing computer services is not easy. Kodak came to it with the advantage of having
many years of material management experience, sourcing everything from advertising and
legal services to silver and coal, in addition to two years of very concerted examing issues
regarding alliances with critical suppliers. Successful computer outsourcing is actually
much harder to handle than other commodities because the in-house technical experts that
must negotiate the knottiest details of the agreement are themselves the ones potentially
most adversely impacted.
CEO's who decide to outsource but then delegate and only lightly supervise negotiations all
too often are surprised to find that the deal falls through or is a nightmare after it is
consumated. I/S operatons cannot simply be handed over to a vendor. IBM found that
unsophisticated potential customers actually "spook" when they hear from Kodak just how
much work was necessary to prepare for their outsourcing relationship.
Among the many substantive issues that must be resolved in advance are:
o Hardware and Software Issues - Transfer and Ownership, Valuation,
Maintenance Agreements, Upgrade and Replacement Path, Equipment
Standards, Software Standards, Network Architecture and Support,
Hardware Upgrade Schedules, and Software Release Currency
o Operational Issues - User Interface, Problem Logging and Resolution
Control, Service Level Agreements, Re-prioritization Procedures,
Coordination with Other Vendors, System and Data Security, Disaster
Recovery, Operating System and Application Software Migration Change
Control, Timetable Modifications
o Financial Issues - Base Financial Case, Initial Pricing Matrix, Contingency
Allowances, Escalation Agreements, Incentive Schemes, Risk Sharing,
Ownership of Data and Intellectual Property
o Organizational Issues - Customer Interface, Sphere of Influence & Control,
Steering Processes, Change Negotiation Processes, Mediation and
Escalation Pathways, Contract Termination Procedures, Employee and
Benefits Transfer to the New Operating Organization
Sidebar: Planning Alliances That Work

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
What does it take to negotiate a successful longlasting outsourcing alliance? According to
Elizabeth Gray, one of the founders of CMI, three familar but rare things are vital: great
people, lots of time, and a clear, detailed plan with a 10 year perspective. CMI has found
that companies consistently underestimate, and consequently don't invest the energy, time
and attention required to form a stable alliance.
Prudent companies should plan to "over" allocate time and "over" prepare for negotiations.
"Soft" relationship issues as well as "hard" technical substantive issues must be surfaced,
examined, and solved. And after everything has been signed and sealed, deals must be
monitored and the proper relationship "chemistry" maintained.
Good people are essential to the process and hard to find. The skill set for the chief
"alliance ambassador" would include a broad background in management, business, law,
dealing with suppliers and customers, and I/S. The personal characteristics required
include leadership, diplomacy, patience, cultural sensitivity, focus, and clarity.
The overall negotiations team should represent all the affected functions and include a
balance of personality strengths such as vision and follow through artists, big picture and
detail oriented thinkers, corporate inside operators and external interface specialists.
Technical nerds, finance bean counters, and marketeers all must participate. This is a
tough cocktail for businesses to mix under any circumstance. Many times results hinge on
the luck of the draw.
Lawyers are absolutely necessary due to the legal complexity of outsourcing deals. Thus,
an important, recurrent problem is keeping lawyers from destroying the process. Lawyers
should not be put in charge of the negotiations but instead kept in check by businessmen.
Their focus must be on facilitating, and not hampering the negotiations. They are still
important for coming up with a legally valid contract that protects all parties, but generally
need to be directed towards collaborative advice not confrontational behavior.
Companies consistently underestimate the time needed to plan and negotiate a viable
outsourcing alliance. Usually the focus is on getting the deal done - as quickly as possible.
This slam-bam approach is blind to the wider institutional and long term effects of
whatever deal is made. It can seriously damage the implementation results. Six months
is a long time to lose good people full time to a task force. But that cost is dwarfed by the
alternative of hemorrhaging cash for five or ten years over the course of the arrangement.
Veer on the prudent side; "over" allocate time.
Shifting the team perspective from a customer-vendor negotiation to an "alliance" or
"partnership" model is important. In the former, a sales rep tries to persuade a buyer to
purchase what he has to sell at the highest price. A buyer wants to buy only what he
needs at the lowest price. After a deal is done, both parties move on to other deals. An
alliance model requires open candid discussion of needs and capabilities, joint planning
and problem solving, reciprocity, and complementary objectives.

A good planning process initially involves spending a lot of "wasted" time first getting the
two sides to understand each other. Each team should grasp the culture, values, attitudes,
vocabulary, folklore, and internal processes that are second nature to the group they
propose to work with. This prevents a great many misunderstandings down the road and
provides a check that the cultures are compatible. Alliances carry their own "antibodies"
that can cause the parent body to "reject" the new agreement.
The "launch" teams should collectively create a picture of aspirations, assumptions, and
nightmares and try to visualize the impact of the deal on different internal constituencies
within each company, as well as the potential impact on affected external parties such as
suppliers, partners, clients, and regulators who are not at the table. The plan should
determine where the organizational resources can be found as well as the location of the
landmines. A good agreement must be concluded without coercion or lack of trust.
The teams must also develop a common methodology or set of procedural ground rules,
philosophical and mundane, for the new alliance.
Enabling the right institutional
framework at the onset is essential. Relationship management after a deal has
degenerated is difficult without having previously worked through problem solving methods.
Finally, the team must map the entire, detailed process of engagement. This "shared text"
includes developing wall-sized timetables with milestones and responsibilities. Deals take
3-18 months to do; no one can keep and track all the details in his or her head.
When the goals are clear, expectations understood, rules known, responsibilities visible,
and the mechanism for change realistic, an outsourcing agreement can be expected to
produce benefits for all parties over the life of the contract. The critical success factor is
the quality of the working dynamic between the two companies.

Sidebar: ISSC - Greece NY Facility
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
The substantive result of the Kodak-IBM outsourcing alliance sits in Greece, NY, 5 miles
away from the downtown Rochester century-old Kodak headquarters tower. IBM spent
over $30 million to build a shiny showcase for its services, that would knock the socks off of
visitors. It did for Kathy Hudson, the Kodak CIO who launched the Kodak-IBM outsourcing
agreement. Her pink, terry-cloth, athletic sock is framed and on display near the main
entrance of the facility.
The center boasts several features uncommon for usually drab, low budget "back office"
operations. It has an "Executive Briefing Center", equipped with comfortable, high-backed
leather swivel chairs and sophisticated rear projection multimedia capabilities. This room
has been the site of over 2000 presentations to prospective clients. The dramatic
crescendo at such meetings comes when the electrically-controlled "frosted" glass wall is
switched clear to reveal the snazzy ISSC central operations control room behind it, vaguely
patterned after a NORAD mission control center.
Also in the building is a "Useability Laboratory" with its suite of rooms with two-way mirrors

and in-wall video camera that can observe clients using software packages. This lab
allows developers to see how easily users adapt to operating new software packages, so
that the developers can eliminate kinks in the program interface, documentation, and flow
before deploying the code.
ISSC guests are taken to the "Decision Support Center" that employes Team Focus
software, developed by the University of Arizona, running on a set of LAN-linked personal
computers. ISSC rents the space for groups that want to conduct meetings which use
electronic brainstorming, and employ issue ranking, anonymous idea exchange and voting,
and electronic logging of meeting minutes.
But most ISSC activity is devoted to the bread-and-butter operational issues of keeping the
systems up, the response time low, the networks live, and the help lines answered. As Joe
Valenti, the operations manager of the center, described the virtuous circle: "At ISSC,
customer expectations, drive service levels, that provide reference accounts, that secure
us new business."
Speeds and Feeds:
o Facility - 102,000 ft2 of raised floor in a 189,000 ft2 building on a leased
eleven acre site in the Kodak-owned Canal Ponds industrial park.
Completed Feb '91 in under two years. Building cost without equipment over
$30 million. Kodak had budgeted $25 million in capital expenditures for
consolidating its data centers.
o Staff - 100 people in operations out of an overall site population of 355.
Two-thirds of the current staff were Kodak transfers to ISSC, ten percent IBM
transfers in, and the rest new hires.
o Capacity - 1000 MIPS of ES/9000 computing power distributed over 39
logical images and backed by 5 terabytes of storage. 99.5% overall system
availability. Half of the software and 20% of the hardware installed base is
from outside IBM. Equipment transfer from Kodak to IBM phased in over two
years to avoid New York State tax consequences.
o Communications - Two 540Mb fiber rings with taps at locations throughout
the 300 acre industrial park. Eighteen D3 (28 x T1) 45Mb digital trunk lines.
SNA, Ethernet, and Token ring network operations.
o Power - Designed for high availability. All systems operate on conditioned
power run through three banks of lead-acid batteries sourced by four feeds
from dual 34.5kVA substations. Thirty minute battery backup capacity. ISSC
is the tenth largest electrical customer in Monroe county. Center is designed
with a mainframe heat regeneration facility, for operational energy savings.
Redundant chillers and cooling towers.

o Customers - Services Kodak MVS large systems, SNA networking and
mid-range manufacturing operations. Data center for other Kodak
subsidiaries (or former subsidiaries) including Sterling Winthrop Inc., L&F
Industries, Qualex, and the Kodak Picture Exchange. Center also provides
operational service (still less than 10%) to non-Kodak customers such as
Rochester Gas & Electric, F.W. Myers, and Proctor and Gamble. Though
IBM-owned and run, most people at Kodak, consider it the Kodak data
center.
o Outsourcing - IBM contracts out the building cleaning, power systems
maintenance, cafeteria services, and landscaping functions.
The Greece, N.Y. facility is noteworthy in one other regard: IBM has not subsequently
constructed a "greenfield" or completely newly designed "state-of-the-art" data center for
any other ISSC client. All newer ISSC contracts either are serviced by pre-existing client
data centers, that transferred to IBM operation under terms of the outsourcing agreement,
or soak up excess compute capacity available in IBM's older internal data centers.

Sidebar: KPX: Outsourcing in Action
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Kodak Picture Exchange (KPX), a new service product that Kodak launched at the end of
1993, is a good window into the workings of Kodak's outsourcing arrangement with IBM.
For both parties, it represents a leap into the unknown, one in which they are taking handin-hand.
KPX is a specialized, remote access, color image, storage and retrieval system targeted at
buyers of stock photography. The KPX typical user works in the art department at an ad
agency or a magazine. To find a picture they want, now they must manually search
through catalogues of images from stock houses. KPX lets them dialup from their
Macintosh computer into a data base at the ISSC operations center in Greece, NY. Then
they can interactively search, select, download, and display images for possible use for
feature illustrations, ad layouts, catalogs, brochures, etc. Orders for images are faxed from
Kodak to the stock photography house which then directly negotiates price and rights with
the buyer.
For Kodak, this new business opportunity is strategically important for them in establishing
a presence in electronic imaging. KPX builds on Kodak's internal R&D, its understanding
and ties to the photography trade, and its PhotoCD technology investment. But there was
no experience base to forecast demand. According to Dan Draper, the general manager of
KPX, they decided "to learn our way in." Draper spent $3-5 million and went through 20
prototype iterations with potential customers in the two years KPX was being developed.
IBM provided Kodak with client-server (C/S) consulting and a C/S development
environment. The application was built of off-the-shelf parts, whenever possible. The
operation runs on a TCP/IP widearea network of Sun and IBM Unix workstations with Cisco

network routers. Kodak optical disk drives supply part of the image storage. BRS provided
the text search engine. Sybase SQL is used for administration, billing, and security.
Kodak has incorporated audio and motion video functions for future release.
Draper was able to amend the Kodak/IBM contract to structure a new risk sharing
"partnership" with the objective of making KPX a success. Draper leveraged Kodak's
existing agreement with ISSC which provided help-desk, telecommunications, and systems
support, giving KPX a faster rollout.
Draper holds a 90 minute meeting with his ISSC account manager, Joe Ragusa, every
other Monday, to decide business, investment, and technology issues and keep the project
on track. IBM has the opportunity to share directly in the venture's upside potential as well
as benefit from the additional data processing volumes.
So new and so different is the KPX application, it precludes reasonable prediction of usage
volumes, customer interest, or cost structure. Part of the agreement includes a willingness
to be "fuzzy" about certain issues until both parties gain more experience. IBM gets new
business growth from KPX and has itself invested in capital equipment to support the
application and will benefit to the degree that KPX and its successor services take off.

Sidebar: "Was It Good For You?" IBM's Entrance into the Computer Services
Business
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
The Integrated Systems Solutions Corporation (ISSC), announced in May 1991, shortly
after the Greece N.Y. Data Center opened, was the "child" born of the Kodak - IBM
outsourcing "marriage". The original Kodak agreement was operated by a small ad hoc
organization set up within IBM's National Service Division (NSD), the group within IBM that
typically provided all parts and maintenance for IBM customers. NSD was able to gain
several service contracts for outsourcing in 1990 and in mid-1991 under the leadership of
its president, David E. McDowell, who started a remarkable and astute institutional
transformation in support of its new business.
ISSC was formed with an eye on the EDS business model, in which EDS held the
outsourcing contract to provide computer services to GM, its parent. The new subsidiary
eventually acquired almost all of the internal I/S activity within IBM magically transforming
them from an expensive activity into a profit center. It included those that ran the
Marketing and Services (M&S) group's market support and ordering systems, the internal
IBM e-mail system, linking over 1000 mainframes and a quarter of a million employees,
and most of the Manufacturing and Development (M&D) I/S laboratory support. Previously,
many of these I/S functions had been consolidated into regional sites, all had been
managed as expense centers, and only some were directly associated with NSD.
One existing Service group that provided disaster recovery which, like outsourcing, cleverly
used IBM's increasing surplus data processing capacity as IBM downsized, was also folded
into ISSC at the onset. In December 1992, IBM merged into the new group its Tampa-

based, IBM Information Network value-added network (VAN) services group and a similar
Sears-owned VAN, to form Advantis, a majority-owned IBM voice and data VAN, run by
ISSC, adding another 3,000 employees. ISSC has also picked up skilled employees when
contract partners, such as Kodak, transferred I/S staff out.
The creation of ISSC, fit within the corporate re-engineering and restructuring and
decentralization model that IBM CEO John F. Akers fostered at the time. ISSC, set up with
its own "Chairman", "CEO" and "Board of Directors", was positioned as an autonomous
subsidiary. This standalone structure allowed IBM to adopt different personnel practices
and possibly "attrit" excess staff. It allowed latitude for IBM to adopt partnership roles, like
Advantis. By keeping IBM's name off the title, it gave the appearance of a more neutral
stance towards other equipment vendors. Finally, it positioned the new unit for possible
future divestiture from its IBM parent.
Moving the I/S functions, with their associated staff headcount and equipment depreciation,
into the for-profit ISSC subsidiary immediately helped M&S and M&D by raising their
overall productivity calculations and respectively lowering the expense-to-revenue and
raising the return-on-assets key management measurements. It also solved a major NSD
problem of how to make up for competitive margin erosion on its bread-and-butter
businesses and provide a stable, lasting revenue stream.
Forming ISSC raised the esprit de corps and operational efficiency within the former IBM
I/S organizations, which had never before ranked high in the overall IBM pecking order.
The consolidated I/S function gave the new ISSC organization an immediate bulk of about
10,000 US employees. This provided a critical mass both to support its current business
and to credibly compete within the outsourcing service industry. It also provided ISSC with
a stable base of captive income, that in 1992 measured over $1 billion or two-thirds of its
revenue.
With the Kodak experience in partnering and alliance management, ISSC evolved a
somewhat different focus from old-line IBM marketing, with greater customer awareness, a
"softer" sales pitch, and more negotiated solutions. ISSC is now much more focused on
customer relationships and internal efficiency than the internal I/S groups that comprised it.
Kodak has provided the key reference account for ISSC potential customers. The data
center is a key marketing tool. And about five hundred people have spent a half a day with
Kodak executives talking about outsourcing issues. Kodak's partnering emphasis and
contract structure looks for IBM's business to grow and prosper and further reduce costs to
Kodak.
ISSC is still undergoing growth pains. Although McDowell insists that the formation had no
internal resistance, political turf issues have kept IBM's business consulting group, that
does high-level business process re-engineering, and the professional services group, that
does local custom applications development, from being consolidated into ISSC where
they might logically belong for reasons of synergy.
ISSC also occasionally runs into a credibility problem or two regarding its technological

prowess. For example, part of the ISSC mission is application development and
maintenance. Jerry York and Fred Zuckerman, respectively IBM's CFO and Treasurer,
have publicly been critical of IBM's internal information gap. Specifically, they faulted IBM's
financial reporting systems, including foreign exchange and borrowing, for lack of detail,
consolidation, and flexibility of reporting. And IBM's internally developed and maintained
order system AAS was so difficult and inefficient to use, that Bob Corrigan insisted that his
IBM PC Company use its own.
ISSC executives maintain that ISSC has always made a profit and always met their profit
objectives. However, ISSC refused to release a balance sheet for 1993, as they had for
fiscal 1992, and have been reticent about backlog, contract pricing, profit margins, or
current revenue. Jerry York, at the end of 1993, reportedly had to write off $200 million
dollars worth of service contracts that his auditors determined would never make a profit.
In January, ISSC "declared surplus" 200 employees at four of its locations.
Overall, market analysts and consultants view IBM's venture into services as a bright spot
in the overall long term IBM growth picture. Few believe though that ISSC's gross or
operating margins reach half the levels of its competitors, Electronic Data Systems (EDS)
or Computer Science Corporation (CSC). To improve profitability, ISSC seeks to move up
the service value chain from computer operations outsourcing, which in a few short years
has become a commodity, to higher value applications development.

Sidebar: Outsourcing in the Future - The Next Five Years
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Much has happened in the past five years to change the complexion of the market for
outsourcing. More major entrants, like ISSC and DEC have made for wider choices for
prospective clients. The larger pool of suppliers has also led to cheaper, competitive
pricing, making the options more attractive. And the pool of experience on the part of the
pioneer customers makes it easier for new prospects to avoid the potholes in designing
their processes. Likewise, as suppliers develop their learning curve, they will roll out
increasingly sophisticated services. Expect faster commoditization of systems into utilities,
reaching from the simple payroll application into full-blown airline flight reservations
systems. Finally, the growth of less expensive high speed digital telecommunication
options make it easier for any data center to be located at a distance from the companies
being supported. These factors all should facilitate more outsourcing activity.
But over time companies will be faced with much more complicated choices. Management
theory will evolve new answers that will augment or supplant the core competency and
horizontal integration models that are currently in fashion. Economies and fads move in
cycles. No one can see when conglomerates and vertical integration will return in vogue.
Companies that now can't or don't want to manage I/T will eventually be staffed by a
generation that grew up with computers and is neither baffled or cowed by them. This new
breed of managers might well look at the service levels, provider responsiveness, talent
quality, employee churn, their own internal overhead necessary to manage outsourcing
relationships and then rethink their productivity and strategic options away from

outsourcing. Kodak has already "insourced" some of its PC maintenance operations.
I.R.S. tax code changes might quell the need to move I/S assets off the books to improve
ROA measurements. A simple investment tax credit, for example, might have an unsettling
effect on new outsourcing business. Likewise, shifts in F.A.S.B. accounting rules,
changing the status of long term obligations could upset some of the off-the-books financial
attractiveness of outsourcing. The trend to client/server application implementations will
also lessen outsourcing attractiveness. Much of the savings attributed to outsourcing
comes from consolidation and standardization of multiple large mainframes running MVS
operating system software. Few predict that workstations will be outsourced with as much
operational savings. Finally, much will depend on contract terms offered after the first
wave of deals expire.
How IBM will fare depends on its meeting four challenges: Can ISSC price to save the
customer a minimum of 20% while putting aside a 20% profit in a world with declining
margins? Can ISSC match the depth and integration of services offered by niche industry
specialists? Will prospective clients be attracted to working with a company whose
humane resource policies have lost their "e" in the last few years and offer more risk than
reward for employees being transferred? And most importantly, can ISSC maintain
flexibility, openness, and accommodation, the traits it developed in working with Kodak, or
will it revert to normative bureaucratic rigidity, secrecy, and arrogance?

